Dragon School is a 501(c)3 non-profit based in Oakland’s Chinatown. Since 2015, the organization has been creating murals in and around the neighborhood. Dragon School brings together an artistic team dedicated to creating a vibrant and interesting landscape along the streets of Oakland’s Chinatown.

One of the key goals of Dragon School is community involvement. Many of the murals are painted with the assistance of local students and volunteers. We provide a venue for people to express their creative aspirations in a constructive manner.

This guide only showcases a few of the murals we have created. Find many more as you wander in search of dim sum, boba, or herbal remedies.

To learn more about our organization, visit www.dragonschool99.com

A dragon mural and geisha adorn a home at 7th+Jackson.
Chang’è, Chinese Goddess of the Moon, by Lina Savage near 10th+Webster
$MURAL$ LOCATIONS

- **Aki Parking (8th+Broadway)** This lot is filled with DS murals including this piece by Emily Ding and a Pepita volunteer mural. Snap a selfie with Hello Kitty.

- **10th+Webster** This intersection features a golden dragon wall as well as an octopus mural by Painted Ladder.

- **11th+Harrison** A Sam Flores Kid Dragon and a rabbit dragon by E47.

- **10th+Alice** An ancient dragon by Lin Fei Fei. Meet the Mad Hatter and White Rabbit at Alice Street Cafe.

- **10th+Madison** A woman offering a rose to a dragon by Dante Orpilla. Find a spaceman, a white tara and a multi-head crane along 10th Street.

- **Salvation Army Lot (7th+Franklin)** This lot includes a mural by the MSSFTS, an all female art crew. Steven Anderson’s sleeping Gaia.

- **7th+Harrison** Monkey King mural by Luke Dragon and a Welcome to Chinatown sign by E47. Bruce Lee looks on from above.

- **Lincoln Community Center** Luke Dragon’s mural features dragons, phoenix and pandas. Look for more dragons and a sacred tree mural in the park.
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